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Every neighborhood, community, and region abounds in places that record the stories of the people
who have lived there. These places give history a local perspective.

This curriculum, based on a framework developed by the National Park Service and the National
Trust, encourages teachers to to use activities that expand the classroom into the community using
the historic Rickenbaugh House as a focal point. What better place than this 125 year old stone house
in the Hoosier National Forest which has stood witness to over a century of change.

The lesson plans contained here may be easily adapted by teachers to develop their own activites to
encourage students to appreciate history and cultural heritage. Hopefully, discovering the history of
the Rickenbaugh House will be catalyst for students to take more interest in preserving other special
places in their communities that embody the heritage of the area.
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Family Trees

Pre-Activity:
Make a family tree of the Rickenbaugh family.

What do you know about your own family tree?

On-site Activity:
Make a plot map of all the people in the Rickenbaugh cemetery.
Make a list of all dates and ages of those people.

Post-visit Activity:
Students will complete a puzzle on the topic:

The Rickenbaughs in Perry County.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) When were Native Americans in the area?
B) Winding Branch Community Research
C) Local Church Denomination Research
D) Cemetery Etchings
E) Find photos of era and residents. How were photographs different in those days?
F) Surrounding Historic Places
G) Civil War Connections
H) Anti-Slavery Movement Connections?
I) Did anyone in the area have slaves?

Resources:
Family Tree Chart - page 14
Cemetery marker order - Appendix B
The Rickenbaughs in Perry County puzzle - page 13
Answers to Puzzle - Appendix A
Genealogical data on Rickenbaugh Family - Appendix B
Last will and testament of Martin Rickenbaugh from 1700’s. - Appendix B
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Bringing the past to life through literature

Pre-Activity:
Read the enclosed Jacob Rickenbaugh material written by Susie Van Winkle Traylor.

On-site Activity:
Visitors can watch a student-produced video concerning the history of the Rickenbaugh

house. (in production)

Post-visit Activity:
Develop a multi-media advertisement campaign to entice the public to visit the Rickenbaugh

House or donate funds for further restoration.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Read or teach a lesson from the McGuffy Reader
B) Write a first person narrative about Ella or Jacob Rickenbaugh
C) Develop an epitaph for their tombstone

Resources:
Susie Van Winkle Traylor narrative - Appendix B

Jacob Rickenbaugh (right), Rickenbaugh family (above)
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“Dear Jacob” - Writing Letters That Span the Centuries

Pre-Activity:
Read some of the enclosed reference materials on the Rickenbaugh family to get an under-

standing of who they were.

On-site Activity:
Depending on your choice of characters, gather ideas for things to write in your letter.

Post-visit Activity:
Select a person, a theme, and a time frame. Write a letter they might have been written.
1. A letter from Nola Blunk in 1934 to her daughter Hazel in Chicago.
2. A letter from Jacob Rickenbaugh to his father in Pennsylvania in 1871.
3. A letter from Ella Rickenbaugh to the Postal Commission, asking for a waiver of her age in

order to be Postmistress.
4. A letter from one of the George Brothers to their families in Belgium, telling about their

work on the Rickenbaugh House.
5. A letter from the George's trying to persuade some of their family to move to America.
6. A letter to the editor in today's paper trying to persuade people to volunteer time and

money to restore the Rickenbaugh house.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Pair up with students in another class and develop a correspondence of 3-4 letters back

and forth staying in character. Pretend to “post” the letters back to the other pen pal. For example,
one person pretends to be one of the George brothers asking his cousin to come to America and join
them in their business. A student in the other class pretends to be the cousin in Belgium asking
questions about the new world and expressing concerns over moving so far from his homeland.
Depending on the nature of the other writer, research would be done on both parties.

B) Conduct classroom post-office simulations.
C) Conduct classroom interviews simulating the young Ella Rickenbaugh applying for the

job as postmistress. The interviewer might outline what jobs or personal characteristics would be
important for her new position.

Resources:
Appendix B

Page 18
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History as recorded in bricks and mortar

Pre-Activity:
Select a building in your community not currently designated as an historical site. Learn a little

of its history and background.

On-site Activity:
Observe how this building was interpreted and how the history was portrayed.

Post-visit Activity:
Write a historical marker for your building.
Some things to consider:

Who were the original homesteaders or builders?
If it were a farm, how many acres did the original owner have?
How did they use the land and what improvements did they make?
Did they clear trees or build barns.
How many children have been raised in this home?
How many people have died here?
Has the building occupied extended families, such as grandparents?
Has the building been used for a business?

Other Suggested Research Activities:
Do you know the history of your own house?

How old is your house?
Who  were the original owners?
How many children have grown up in your home?
Who built your home and what was the cost of construction?
Compare to the value of your home today.
Name all previous owners.
When did your family move into your house?

Resources:
Local county records

Rickenbaugh House after it was
abandoned in the 1960’s.
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Plant Folklore & Medicinal Uses

Pre-Activity:
Discuss the sources of our present day medicines and ask if parents or

grandparents use any native cures.

On-site Activity:
Do a by-the-numbers nature hike at the site (page 7-8). Numbers may need to be put up

ahead of time as they are not presently designated. Seasonal plants make this activity best for spring
or fall.

Post-visit Activity:
Divide up the class in groups and research modern components of medicines.
Do the quiz ‘Cures for What Malady’ (page 9).

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Talk to local root and herb dealers to learn what plants locally are collected for medicinal

purposes and where the markets are located.
B) Visit an herbal medicine store and compare ingredients to local plants.
C) Learn how local plant collectors dry and process plants for medicinal uses.
D) Study the diseases common during Jacob Rickenbaugh’s day.
E) Study what remedies might have been used by the Rickenbaughs.

Resources:
Plant and folklore hike - page 7-8
Plant and folklore hike answer sheet - Appendix A
‘Cures for What Malady’ Quiz - page 9
‘Cures for What Malady’ Answers - Appendix A

Ginseng
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Follow the route laid out with flagging and at each stop, use the clues and the information you’re
given to figure out the name of the plant identified at this location.

Example:
American Indians pounded the roots into a poultice and applied to wounds, sores, boils, burns and
inflammations.  Young flowerheads were eaten for diarrhea.  A muskrat's favorite food.
Clue -- a feline's rear appendage Answer: Cattails

To start your journey.
1.  Edible tubers (roots) have been used in teas for indigestion and as a poultice for wounds and
sores.  The Indians also roasted them as we do potatoes and would find them underwater with their
bare feet.  The tubers are also a valuable duck food.  Clue -- "an Indian's  weapon"

2.  Sweet smelling, noxious weed.  Flowers used in teas for bacterial dysentery, laryngitis, fevers and
flu; externally as a wash for rheumatism , sores and tumors (such as breast cancer.)  Clue -- "Oriental
sweetie"

3.  Inner bark formally used in cough syrups.  Used excessively by Indians to "draw out" boils and
abscesses.  Clue -- "caucasian evergreen"

4.  Once used as a nutritive broth for children, the elderly and convalescing patients who had difficulty
consuming or digesting food.  Bark made into tea for sore throats, upset stomachs, ulcers and indi-
gestion .  Clue -- "kind of tree on Freddie Krueger's street on a “snowy day"

5.  The chief medicinal use of this plant is to stop bleeding.  Is said to have been used by  Achilles on
wounded men to stop their bleeding during the Trojan War (1200 B.C.).  Clue -- "what you do in a
boat"

6.  The green bark of this tree was chewed as an aphrodisiac or stimulant.  Bark tea used as a folk
remedy for malaria, toothaches, indigestion, pinworms and as a cough syrup.  Clue -- "a double
pucker"

7.  Thought to relieve chronic cough, asthma and nervous excitability.  Clue -- "Babe's sight organ"
(first word) and "Dagwood and Blondie's dog" (second word)

8.  Used as a folk cancer remedy for leukemia.  The flowerheads can be pickled and the flowers added
to salads.  Clue -- "a blushing friend"

9.  An extract of the leaves and flowers was at one time used to curdle milk and in making cheese.
Legend has it that this plant made the first bed for the infant Jesus in the manger. “Clue -- "mattress
filler"

10.  Pods formerly made into tea for indigestion and measles.  Russian researchers are studying
compounds from leaves to retard certain types of cancer.  Clue Page 1-- "a bug that occurs every 17

Plant Folklore Nature Hike
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years sweetie"

11.  The flowers are often fried as fritters.  Fruit important food for songbirds. Berries extremely rich
in Vitamin C.  Clue -- “senior citizen fruit"

12.  Fruit edible (seeds toxic and produce a stupor) and delicious.  Also a laxative.  Leaves insecti-
cidal and may cause a rash.  Clue -- Appalachian name for grandpa

13.  Roots, bark, twigs and leaves have been used medicinally but are now banned by the FDA as a
carcinogen.  Was a major export of the Plymouth colony.  Clue -- "a spunky tea tree" aka "mitten
tree"

14.  American Indians used plant tea for jaundice and root tea for gonorrhea and diarrhea.  Clue --"a
slow poke from the State of Presidents"

15.  When ripe and properly prepared the berries can be used to make a cold drink that tastes like
pink lemonade.  Clue -- "what a lawyer might do to red-headed Ronald"

16.  American Indians used inner bark  tea to induce vomiting.  Sap is boiled  down as a sugar
source.  Clue -- "cardboard container of senior citizens"

17.  Freshly crushed leaves, rubbed on skin thought to prevent or treat poison ivy rash.  Clue --
"diamonds, rubies, sapphires, etc." (first word) and slang for marijuana second word)

18.  American Indians put these ground nuts in steam to stupefy fish, which floated to surface for easy
harvest.   Clue -- "male deer's sight organ"

19.  American Indians used root tea for chills, fever stomach aches  and to induce vomiting and
pneumonia.  Clue -- "Santa's favorite fern"
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Poison Ivy
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Memories are like Sieves -
some things are retained, others filter through and are lost.

Pre-Activity:
Discuss what kinds of things you remember and what you forget. Does people’s ability to

remember vary? Compare how many years back various students can remember. Have each student
write down some memory from each birthday party as far back as they remember, ... or what they
wore for Halloween each year thinking backwards.

On-site Activity:
Look at the memory map drawn by Anna Lasher and try to visualize the site to see how

accurate it might have been. (Map is also shown on a sign at the property).

Post-visit Activity:
Think of your grandparents’ home, or another place you visit occasionally
1. Draw a memory map of the house.

Include the kitchen, living room, dining room, hallways, closets, bathrooms, porches, swing,
steps, bedrooms, etc. Draw any out buildings such as barns, tool sheds, other structures.

Where was the garden? Were there sidewalks? Put in the street or roads and the driveway.
Are there any special trees or flowers you remember? Were there shrubs or a fence at the property
line? Do you know where the property line is?

Ask another family member to make a memory map of the same place.  Compare how many things
they remember that you didn't. How many are the same?  What did you forget that was important to
others?

2. Another option is to have several of the kids who went to elementary school together draw the
floorplan and playground of a former school. Compare the drawings and see what one remembered
that another did not.

Do you suppose people who
wrote history may have omitted
details, events and places?

Memory Map drawn by
Anna Lasher of Rickenbaugh
site.
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Water and aquatic life

Pre-Activity:
Play the music to “Locomotion” to introduce the topic of the various methods of movement in

the world of the microbe. (cilia, flagella, etc)

On-site Activity:
Have the students collect water samples from the lake.

Post-visit Activity:
Use microscopes to examine the water samples.
Display diagrams of some of the most frequently found microorganisms in fresh-water lakes.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Local plant/tree identification
B) Study local rocks/minerals
C) Testing water samples for pH, bacteria, organisms
D) Study the life cycles of plants and animals
E) Identify insects
F) Study the local topography
G) Study the effects of time and its connection to erosion
H) Study the process of site selection for watershed lakes
I) Study the tanning process
J) Study and test the algae found in the area.

Resources:
Quadrangle or topographic maps of the Celina area in 1954 and today (Appendix D)
Information on tanning process (Appendix D)

Page 5



Times Change

Pre-Activity:
Do the “Times Change Exercise” to put in context how much time has changed. Jacob

Rickenbaugh lived in a very different world than we live in today.

On-site Activity:
Students should take notes and gather eye-witness information for the post-visit activity.

Post-visit Activity:
Students are to write a short story demonstrating the differences in their lives and those of the

Rickenbaughs in 1874. Students pretend they’ve been caught in a time machine.

Half the class is transported back to 1874 and writes a first person account of visiting the
Rickenbaughs in their small cabin as they construct their new stone house. Encourage students to
share the excitement and dreams of the young family.

The other half of the class pretends they are Jacob or Ella Rickenbaugh, and are suddently
transported forward in time to the present. Have them write about how they might feel looking
around at how the world has changed.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Find a new invention in 1874. How was it marketed to convince people of it’s usefulness.
B) Name three world events in 1874.

Resources:
Perry County census information - Appendix D
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The Rickenbaugh
House, probably
in the 1920’s.
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Times Change Exercise

Compare life in 1874 when Jacob Rickenbaugh was starting work on his new home, to life today.
For each of the variables, make a comparison between his times and yours.

IN 1874 TODAY

Stamps cost______________ _________________

The President was________________ _________________

The Governor was________________ _________________

There were ______states in the Union _________________

Bread cost_______ _________________

The daily income was_____________ _________________

The number of people in the state of Indiana_________ _________________

The number of people who live in Perry County_______ _________________

Today there are_____counties in Indiana _________________

In  1874 there  were ______ counties _________________

The United States Of America was ______years old _________________

��	����������� �	
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October 27th, 1940 --
Ella Rickenbaugh Edwards,
daughter of Jacob Rickenbaugh.
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Figur-atively
speaking...

Pre-Activity:
Research and graph the circumference of trees compared to the age of the tree. (Measure

stumps and count rings in a timber sale, or the ends of logs at a sawmill.)
Research the cost per acre of the forest land in 1999 and then compare this figure to the cost

 of the same land in 1854. ($0.25/acre for 320 acres)

On-site Activity:
Measure the circumference of at least 10 trees and estimate the diameter and age of each.

Post-visit Activity:
Estimate which of the trees you measured were there during the time Jacob lived there, and

which might have been there when Ella Edwards lived alone in the house.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A) Figure the surface area on all sides of the Rickenbaugh House.
B) Figure height of area trees using proportions.
C) Find diameter and radius of selected trees.
D) Determine the distance to the nearest settlement or neighbor.
E) Estimate the number of trees on the property.
F) Figure the size of the Rickenbaugh property.
G) Cemetery math activities.
H) Determine the square footage of the house.
I) Compute the amount of paint needed to redecorate the interior.
J) Compute the amount of carpet needed to redecorate.
K) Compute the outside perimeter compared to the inside perimeter to determine the

thickness of the walls.
L) Compute particulars of tanning process/tanning vat volume, distance to creek, etc.

Resources:
Quadrangle maps in Appendix D to detemine distances.

The Rickenbaugh House after it was
abandoned in the 1960’s.
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Instruction Manual for Want-a-be Pioneers

Pre-Activity:
Think about and list what skills the Rickenbaugh’s would have needed in their time that

people today generally do not have.

On-site Activity:
Continue to think about your list and choose one skill you would like to learn more about.

Post-visit Activity:
Research a topic, write an instruction guide, and provide illustrations or drawings on one of

the topics below or another topic of interest to you.
1.  Tanning  Hides
2.  Making Butter
3.  Weaving a Rug
4.  Spinning/Dying Yarn

From the information assembled by each student, develop an instruction manual for pioneers on
skills they would have needed.

Other Suggested Research Activities:
A)  Assign a team of reporters to write a weekly newspaper from the Winding Branch

Community. Assemble several made-up stories about local life in the 1800’s. Think about what people
might have been interested in reading about. Consider using drawings and cartoons to illustrate
events. Remember that many people could not read and school only went to the eigth grade.

B)  Study gardening in the late 1800’s: what was planted, how did pioneers find seeds or
bulbs, how did they plant, cultivate and preserve their produce.

Thought to be the cabin built by the Carmickles in
the early 1800’s. The Rickenbaugh family lived here
from 1855-1874.

Page 4
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Win, Lose or Draw

Pre or Post-visit Activity:
Divide into two teams and designate "artists" to represent each team. Different artist can be

selected for each round.
Each artist gets 2 minutes to illustrate as many points as his team can guess. Each artist is able

to pass on one item (if they don’t know what it is or don’t know how to illustrate it) and move on
during their 2 minute time slot. Teams alternate in whose turn it is to draw. Only the team members
may guess out loud what the artist drawing. Once an answer is guessed correctly, the artist
immediately starts drawing the next item. Points are based on how many correct items are guessed
during the allotted time. Designated phrases/ items are written on cards by the teacher ahead of time.
These are shown ONLY to the artist who is drawing. Suggested items are:

COW HIDE WINDING BRANCH PICNIC
POST OFFICE SCHOOL HOUSE SQUARE DANCE
STAMPS CEMETERY CLOTHES LINE
BUTTER CHURN DUTCH OVEN CLOTHES PIN
LANTERN RUG LOOM QUILTING BEE
HARNESS TANNER WELL BUCKET
CELLAR CHICKEN COOP TREE SWING
PLOWING CALICO DRESS SPRINGHOUSE
PLANTING PINAFORE CORRAL
PONY EXPRESS FEATHER MATTRESS PRESERVES
DRESS MAKING MITTENS LOG HOUSE
BOX SUPPER HIGH BUTTON SHOES
SQUARE DANCE GOOSE DOWN
HORSE SHOE PITCHING BIB OVERALLS
SACK RACE CORN ON THE COB
GREASED PIG CONTEST SOD HOUSE
IRON KETTLE SLED
HEARTH HAIR RIBBONS
FIRE PLACE WASH BOARD
HAY BALES DENIM SHIRT
PICKET FENCE BARN LOFT
HAY FORK TEAM OF HORSES
WAGON SADDLE BAGS
SURREY DOUBLE TREE
HORSEBACK REINS
SIDESADDLE LADLE
CANNING JARS MILK PAIL

Other Suggested Research Activities:
Have students select one or more of the items to develop into a more polished drawing.

Page 3
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How Far, How Much, and How Long Questions

Pre-Activity:
Compare maps of the Celina Lake area before and after the lake was developed. Learn basic

map reading skills, such as how to use scale, the legend, and contour lines.  Measure the length of the
interpretive trail behind the Rickenbaugh House.

On-site Activity:
Hike the interpretive trail at a normal walking pace. Time how long the hike takes you and

from that determine the rate that an average person might walk. At the speed you walked the trail,
calculate how long it would take you to walk one mile.

Post-visit Activity:
Learning About Distances:
Locate on the quadrangle map the Rickenbaugh House at Celina, the church at Winding Branch, the
school house, the store at St. Croix, the dance hall, and the doctor's home.
Determine the distance to each by road from the Rickenbaugh House.

Use the rate you calculated for walking time, or use the figure 3 mile/hour. For calculations use
riding a horse covers 6 miles/hour, a model T car would have driven country roads at 10 miles/hour
and a modern car would average 35 mile/hour on these trips.

Using distances from the map, determine how long it would have taken to make each trip below:
The Rickenbaugh children walking to school.
The mail man making deliveries by mule from Bristow.
The Blunks driving to the store in St Croix in a Model T.
Ivan Blunk taking Inice to the dance hall in a surrey pulled by horses.

Perimeters/Costs
Determine the perimeter of one of Jacob Rickenbaugh's fields.  Given the following figures, how
much would it cost to fence the field with woven wire fence, one strand of barbed wire on top, and
one gate in the center of one side. (One option is to use a local farm ad flier for prices.)

The gate costs $48.
Gate posts and corner posts each cost $4.50, and brace posts cost $3.00.
Line fence posts cost $2.30 each. You should place one every 10 feet.
A roll of woven wire fence cost $50. One roll of fence is 50 rods long. A rod is 16.5 feet.
A roll of barbed wire is $28.50. A roll of barbed wire is 100 rods long.

What is the total cost in materials to fence the field?

Elevation and Map Skills
What is the difference in elevation from the house to the spring?
What is difference in elevation from the highest point on Jacobs farm to the lowest?
What is the size of the garden in square feet?  In acres?
On a copy of the 1958 quadrangle map, map the area now under water. Check your work on the 1984
map.

Resources:
Topographic (Quadrangle) maps of area - Appendix D
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Predicting the weather before the TV weatherman

Pre-Activity:
Do the quiz: ‘Forecasting Weather By Animals, Plants, and Insects”.
Read the “Weather Wisdom” handout (page A-8) and the “Weather

Forcasting by Country Methods” paper (A-9). Reflect on what the reasons might be
that some of these methods of predicting the weather would be true. For instance an atmospheric
change too subtle for people to detect, might be noticeable to bees, and there might be survival
reasons for them to stay close to the hive so as not to be caught out in a storm and drown.

On-site Activity:
Look around for signs based on information pioneers believed, and predict what you think

the weather might be.

Post-visit Activity:
Discuss if anyone was correct in their predictions and why some of the methods may have

actually had scientific basis. Talk about how important weather was to pioneers.

Resources:
Forecasting Weather Quiz - page 16
Answer Sheet to Forcasting Weather Quiz - (page A-3 & A-4)
Weather Wisdom - A-8
Weather Forecasting by Country Methods - A 6-7
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Forecasting Weather by Animals, Plants and Insects:

Match an animal or item from the right hand column to a statement on the left.

It will be a bad winter if:
____________   houses are built big. birds
The fur on the bottom of a __________  foot is thicker. crows
_____________ hooves break off earlier. squirrels
_____________ build nests low in trees. muskrat
_____________ gather together. wild hogs
_____________ gather sticks, straw, and shucks to make a bed. junco's
_____________ sound like women crying. rabbits
____________   are feeding in the trees. screech owls
____________   eat up all the berries early. cow

It will be a bad winter if:
_____________  blooms are especially heavy. onions
_____________  grow deeper. hickories
_____________  have a tougher skin. pine cones
_____________  have a heavy shell. sweet potatoes
_____________  grow more layers. blackberry
_____________  open early. carrots

It will be a bad winter if:
____________  build their nests heavier and closer to the ground than usual. ant
____________  hit the screen trying to get in. crickets
____________ are in the chimney. butterflies
An _________  builds its hill high. miller moths
You see a ____ crawling before the first frost. hornets
____________  gather in bunches in the air. wooly bear

Forecasting Weather:

It will rain:
if ____________ are lying down in a pasture. a.  cows b.  horses c.  ducks
if ____________ are showing their backs. a.  dogs b.  cows c.  leaves
within three days if you see a _______________ in a tree.

a.  black snake b.  groundhog c.  cat
if ____________ goes to the ground. a.  fog b.  smoke c.  flies
if it rains on Easter Sunday, it will rain every Sunday for ____________ weeks.

a.  seven b.  six c.  ten

Forecasting Winter by Weather:

A late frost means a  (mild / bad) winter.
For every frost or fog in August, there will be a (rainy / snowy) day in winter.
At least (two / three) severe fogs in June or July mean early snow.
If the first snow stays on the ground for (three / five) days, another snow will come to top it.
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Cultural Literacy List for the Rickenbaugh House Curriculum

homestead clapboard
ancestor quarters
descendant epitaph
heir / heiress landscape
legacy plat
tanner survey
mason proportions
spring house circumference
tannery diameter
privy radius
topography perimeter
terrain volume
crossroads
surname
quarry
joist
sandstone
tannin
sorghum
hides
till
blacksmith
postmaster
navigable

Carolyn Blunk and her great-grandmother Ella Edwards on the front
porch of the Rickenbaugh House.
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Cures for What Malady:

Select the cure that you think will cure each malady or illness by matching each illness with a word
from the right hand column.
How many of these would you want to try?

Use pine resin.  __ a.  Arthritis
The scrapings of a raw white potato.   __ b.  Asthma
Eat raw honey.__ c.  Bleeding
Mix one teaspoon of white whiskey with a pinch of sugar, d.  Blood Builder

heat over a fire and drink. __ e.  Burns
Rub chewed snuff or tobacco over area. __ f.  Chest Congestion
A magnet draws it out of the body __ g.  Colds
Lie down and put a dime on your heart.       __ h.  Colic
Eat ramps and garlic. __ i.  Cough
Tie a horsehair around it. __ j.  Cramps
Drink a tea of red oak bark. __ k.  Croup
Squeeze the juice out of a roasted onion and drink. __ l.  Diarrhea
Put a few ashes in an old rag.  Dampen it with hot water m.  Earache

and sleep with your head on it. __ n.  Sty
Run the tip of a black cat's tail over it. __ o.  Headache
Take a teaspoon of peanut butter. __ p.  Heart Trouble
Drink whiskey and honey mixed. __ q.  Hiccups
Turn shoes upside down before going to bed.__ r.  Chigger Bite
Put some yellowroot in a quart can of whiskey, and let the s.  Spider Bite

root soak it up.  Add cherry bark for flavor.   __ t.  Poison Ivy
Drink liquor heavily from 3 pm to 7 pm.  You won't get u.  Freckles

drunk and will be healed. __ v.  Nosebleed
Chew ginseng root. __ w.  Pneumonia
Slice open a green tomato and run the juice over the area __ x.  Stomach Trouble
Keep a Chihuahua dog around the house.      __ y.  Warts
Smear crushed onions on brow.       __
Put sap from a grapevine on them.     __
Give the person two teaspoons of oil rendered from a skunk.     __
Make a tea of goldenseal roots and drink it.       __

Ella Rickenbaugh Edwards in her herb and flower
garden next to her stone house in the 1940’s.
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If you were in charge things would be different!

How many times have you thought if you were the one making the rules, things would be better, or
easier, or work better? By some fluke you just got zapped back in time. It is now 1874 and you are a
member of the Perry County School Board. Your children attend the Winding Branch School just
south of Celina.

Pre-Activity:
Read through the Rules and Regulations for the Lawrence County Board of Education and the
excerpts from the paper on education progress in Appendix B.

On-site Activity:
Envision life at the turn of the century, look out across the lake and imagine walking to the local
school, in the vicinity of the Celina dam, and think about how values and lifestyles were different in
those times.

Post-visit Activity:
Divide up into groups. Each group is a school board that must hammer out what they believe are
valid rules and regulations for Perry County schools in 1874. Your board has also decided to stan-
dardize a list of questions to use in hiring new teachers. Your group should agree to no more than six
questions a teacher applicant should be asked before being hired to teach at Winding Branch School.
Keep in mind if the questions are too difficult, you might not find anyone to qualify.

Other Suggested Activities:
A)  Develop a similiar list of what your school system’s rules should be today.
B)  As noted in the Pathways paper, due to the cost of sending children to school, often siblings had
to take turns attending class. Assume the cost of sending each child in a family to school was $2 per
term for the Winding Branch School. It is 1874. If Jacob Rickenbaugh wished to send his children to
school from age 6 until 14, and had only $4 to put towards their education, list some variations of
how he could have sent them in order to maximize their education. Students need to calculate how
old the various children were in 1874 to see who should be considered. Do the same calculations for
1880 when Jacob now has $7 for his children’s education but the cost has been increased to $2.50
per child per term.
C)  As members of the Perry County School Board
in 1874, have groups debate the merits of raising
taxes (Pathways article on D-12), and determine
where the extra money should go; i.e., increasing
teacher salaries, school building improvements,
offer more activities, scholarships. etc.

Resources:
Lawrence County, IN Rules and Regulations

from 1904. Page D-11
Pathways to Education Progress in 1850. D-12
Rickenbaugh geneology information, B-40 or

the information in the family Bible on B-1.

Unknown rural school
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Jacob Rickenbaugh and Tanning Hides

Pre-Activity:
Research the tanning process, a couple sources are included in Appendix D. You may be able to
invite a taxidermist or a local person who tans hides to come and explain their craft.

On-site Activity:
Based on the memory map drawn by Anna Lasher and the topography of the area, look at where
the vats, spring, bark house, and any storage facilities would have been located.

Post-visit Activity:
If Jacob received 1000 hides per year, design a system for him to tan these hides, including a
sketch of his tanning yard. Consider what materials would be needed (Jacob likely used the
procedure called vegetable tanning in the reference in Appendix D), where they would be stored,
and how to make them accessible to where they would be needed given the lay of the land below
his house.

Other Suggested Activities:
A)  Discuss the runoff and waste products likely produced from Jacob’s tanning business. Where
would the salt water and tannins have been dumped,  and with what effect on the environment.
B)  Design a flier for the local Winding Branch paper and to post in area general stores promot-
ing Jacob’s tanning business. Keep in mind most people can’t read, so put as much information
as possible in graphic form.
C) Consider the account from the “Tanning Business in Brown County, Indana” paper by Jim
Parmerlee and Jacob Nealy (D-17). Why did both tanners wish to build their businesses in the
same area? What features made the area along Winding Branch Creek also an ideal site.
D) From this account, consider why Mrs. Nealy might have married Jim Parmerlee. He may well
have been tall, dark, handsome, and kind. However, think about what rights and opportunities
women had in these times. She had a tanning business she could not operate (tanning hides in
those days took tremendous strength to lift the hides between vats), at least one young son, and
limited abilities to support her family. What options might Mrs. Nealy have had after the death
of her husband. Girls may write a journal entry pretending they are Mrs. Nealy and dispairing
over what to do after her husband’s death. Boys may write a journal entry that might have been
written by young James Nealy as he realizes his mother may marry the man indirectly respon-
sible for his father’s death.

Resources:
The Making of Hides - D-14
Tanning Business in Brown County, IN - D-17



















Weather Wisdom

Discuss which of these have a scientific basis, and which are probably just a myth.

It’s going to rain if…
Cows lie in the field.
Bees stay near the hive.
Flies bite.
Flowers close their petals.
Birds sing more.
Swallows fly low.
There is a halo around the sun or moon.  (Ring around the moon, rain by noon;

ring around the sun, rain before night is done.)
There is no dew in the mornings.  (When the dew is on the grass, rain will never

come to pass.)
Leaves turn upside down and show their backs.
Chimney smoke sinks. (If smoke hangs low, watch for a blow.)
Ants cover the hole to their nest.
Smells are sharper.  (If with your nose you smell the day, stormy weather is on the way.)
There is a lot of static on the radio.
Bones and bunions ache.
Horses roll over.

Red sky at night, sailor’s delight.  Red sky at morning, sailor take warning.

How long will it rain?
Rain by seven, stops by eleven.
Long foretold, long last; short notice, soon past.

It’s going to be hot if…
Crickets chirp more quickly.
The air is still and clear.  (Summer fog will scorch a hog.)

It’s going to be a hard winter if…
Wooly bears wear a thick coat or the brown band is narrow.
Corn husks are thick.
Squirrels store lots of nuts, have bushy tails, or build their leaf nests low.
Hickory nuts have heavy shells.
The first hard frost is late.
Potatoes have thick skins, onions have more layers, and carrots grow deep.
Hornets’ nests are high.
Owls hoot in the fall.
Animals have thick coats.

Slice open a persimmon seed:
A spoon shape means lots of snow. (shoveling snow)
A fork means a mild winter. (enough food to eat)
A knife means very cold. (cutting cold)

Do you know more?
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The Rickenbaugh Homestead

When Jacob and Elizabeth Rickenbaugh moved to Indiana in 1855 they lived in a sturdy log house for 19 years.
In 1874, after the cabin had become too small for their 8 children, Jacob  hired Belgian stone masons to build
this large sandstone home.

Jacob was a tanner by profession. Like most families of their time however, the Rickenbaughs also farmed and
were largely self-sufficient. The memory map shown here, drawn by a granddaughter, shows the layout of their
farm. There were once several buildings associated with Jacob’s tannery, farm buildings, a spring house, the
privy, apple trees, cane fields and garden spots. Today, although only the main house remains, visitors may
imagine how much different this site would have looked in the 1800’s to those traveling the road to the commu-
nity of Winding Branch.
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Winding Branch
A hundred years ago, from this point you
would see the road to Winding Branch, a
small crossroad community near the
present location of the Celina Lake dam.
This is where the Rickenbaugh children
went to school, and was the site of a
blacksmith shop.

The Rickenbaugh house served as the local
church meeting place until a church was
later constructed nearby in Winding
Branch. The town of Winding Branch and
the creek it was named for are both now
under the waters of Celina Lake.
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Stonecutters Quarry

Three brothers, Belgian stone masons with the surname of George, had come to Leopold, Indiana, to build a
stone church. Jacob admired their work and hired the men to build his home, paying them $3/day. The stone
house took a year to complete.

Descendents report the family killed a sheep a day to feed the work crew. The sandstone is said to have been
quarried in this area and draggedPage 4 into place with oxen and ramps. The beams and floor joists were
hewn from oak and poplar trees from these hillsides.

Remnants of Native American life

Long before Jacob and Elizabeth came to Indiana, Native Americans used this area for farming and hunting.
From the signs they left behind, we know they took shelter beneath these sandstone bluff overhangs. The
bowl-shaped smooth  rocks are worn from being used as mortars to crack nuts and grains.

Even after Jacob settled in a log house nearby, legend tells of a Native American family remaining in the area.
The Native Americans lived in a cave which was once found near this point. In later years, afraid that his
grandchildren would wander into the cave, Jacob had the entrance covered with rock and dirt.
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Oak Trees: the Secret Ingredient

The oak trees now found on this hillside are likely the reason Jacob
Rickenbaugh chose to settle in this area. As a tanner, he required
plentiful fresh water and “tannin” from the bark of oak trees. Chestnut oaks
were rumored to be the best.

Farmers in the areas gathered tree bark from their land and sold the bark by the
wagonload to Jacob. Bundles of bark were stored in the Bark House. The
daughters then ground the bark in a big mill turned by a horse hitched to a
sweep, (something like a sorghum press) to release the tannin.

Tannin  preserves leather and keeps it soft.
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Farming

Jacob purchased 320 acres of rough forested land in 1854. He reportedly paid 25 cents/acre for the land. He
selected the land for its abundance of oak trees, whose bark he needed in the tanning process. But as he
cleared the land and harvested the oak he planted wheat, oats, corn, and barley.

He grew cane to make molasses, and kept apple trees behind the house. The garden area, visible from old
photos, was a 2-3 acre area where the family likely grew enough produce to can and store for the year. They
also kept livestock: chicken, geese and ducks for feathers and food; as well as horses, cattle and sheep. There
were no trees in the yard originally, and the livestock were allowed to graze up to the house to keep weeds and
grass down.

Tanning Hides

Just below the house near two springs, Jacob built six wooden vats. Some of the vats were dug deep in the
ground and lined with thick planks. The Rickenbaugh children remember being told to never play near the vats
since the vats were deeper than the children were tall.

The hides were moved from one vat to another as they went through the tanning process. Jacob was a master
tanner and believed it should take up to a full year to properly tan a hide into
finished leather. His business was reputed to be so successful his customers came from as far away as
Pennsylvania. The hides were each marked with the name and date of their owners. Although some of his
customers paid with cash, Jacob normally kept half the leather tanned from the hides as his fee.

Tanning is hard work. His daughter remembers Jacob spending his entire day, from dawn to dusk at the vats.
The hides had to be continuously lifted from one vat to the other. In his later years, no longer able to lift and
turn the heavy wet hides, Jacob gave up tanning to farm.
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Bringing the Mail

If you’d been at this spot 50 years ago, you might have seen John Alvin McKim ride by on his mule carrying
the mail. The Celina Post Office was once housed in the Rickenbaugh house, maintained in three shelves of
one of the two big walnut cupboards in the front parlor. John Alvin rode a mule because the road to Celina was
so rocky it couldn’t be navigated on much else.

Abraham Carmickle was the first postmaster at Celina when the post office opened March 24, 1870. George
Atkins took over in 1874 as the postmaster.  He also served as the blacksmith and soon tired of the job so
recommended Ella Rickenbaugh. It was then 1880, and Miss Ella was only 19. With a few years exception,
Ella served as postmistress at Celina until 1940. Her daughter Nola took over the job until 1951 when the post
office was closed due to declining populations in the area.

Ella reported in the early days, however, the post office was a busy place. John Alvin brought three or four
gunny sacks of mail each day for area residents.

Erosion’s Legacy

If you look carefully here you can still see where gullies once cut into the hillside. As the forest returns, the
gullies are healing and the soil is stabilized. The rolling hills Jacob and other area farmers tilled up for cropland
was never met for farming. Once the trees were cut the soil quickly eroded. Most farmers of that time had no
knowledge of contour plowing and plowed in the fall leaving the fields bare all winter. They overgrazed their
pasture land and as the soil washed or blew away, the farms became marginally productive. It was said the
only topsoil you could find in the area was in the Ohio River.

By the 1930’s many of the eroding farms in this area were abandoned or sold back to the
government. As the forest returned the land healed and the eroded gullies are fading from view.
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Cemetery

We believe there are a total of 51 graves, many of them with  field stone markers. The identity of many buried
here have been lost but appear to be family or neighbors. Many are children.

The earliest grave was the infant son of the Carmickles, the family Jacob Rickenbaugh bought this land from.
The little boy had no name and lived
but 3 hours on September 10, 1838. The
Carmickles are thought to have lived here 15
years before the Rickenbaughs arrived.
They buried four children here in a time
when being a child was risky business.

Jacob died in 1910 at the age of 88, his wife
Elizabeth had preceded him in death in
1899. Two of their children also died in
infancy. Eight of their ten children are buried
here. The most recent burial was in 1967,
when Emory Rickenbaugh died at the age
of 93.
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Value of restoring history

In restoring and interpreting the Rickenbaugh House we hope to help people better appreciate those who lived
here in earlier times. Each of us has a basic connection to where our ancestors lived and died. Many of our
families came from homesteads such as this. We may have only seen them in faded photographs, but imagine
them to have been a bit like this one. They were likely wood clapboard instead of sandstone and not as large,
but this was a common layout of old homes.

As we learn to appreciate the history of our area, we attach value to the cultural and natural
resources of our land. There is much to learn here in the Rickenbaugh House, one of Indiana’s windows to the
past.
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Pioneers and Nuts

One of the granddaughter’s clearest memories of staying at the Rickenbaugh’s home, was of
gathering and cracking hickory nuts. Forest nuts provided an important supplement to the diet of Native
Americans and early pioneers.  The nuts of the local shagbark hickory are plentiful and sweet but difficult to
crack.

Black walnut is another common nut tree in the area. Both the walnut and hickory nuts were pressed for oil by
the pioneers, and a milky hickory nut soup was savored by the Native
Americans. Both used the bark of the hickory for a dye which produces shades of yellow and gold. Walnut
produces a dark brown dye.

Another tree which was prevalent in the area until the 1930’s, was the American chestnut. Once a major
component of the forest here, the chestnuts were victim of a blight which swept the Midwest. Chestnuts are
the meatiest of Indiana’s wild nuts, and were eaten raw or roasted as well as ground into flour.
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Most of the work, such as rebuilding the chimneys can be done with original materials. As stonework is
repaired mortar will be made from lime and sand to match the consistency and look of what was used in the
house. The wood trim on the gable and eaves is intact although weathered, and can easily be replicated down
to the species of wood and color. The interior walls and ceiling were typical of their time, plaster applied
directly to the interior face of the stone walls, held
together with hair fiber. The house had beautiful walnut cupboards and fireplace mantles, all of which were
vandalized, but can be replicated.

The grounds and homestead area may also be restored to the original landscape with surrounding outbuildings.
Old pictures are being sought to make this as accurate as possible.

Rickenbaugh House: Year 2000

After nearly 100 years of occupancy, the house was vacated and boarded up in 1968. In 1983 it was listed on
the National Register of Historic Places. The Forest began to search for appropriate uses and available
funding to save the house.

A partnership between the Lincoln Hills Resource Conservation and Development Area and the Hoosier
National Forest has resulted in new hope for this unique historic resource. The first grant has been approved,
and work will soon begin to carefully rehabilitate the house while protecting its historical value. Costs of
renovation have been put at $175,000. The hope is that a step can be taken each year to move us closer to that
goal. The first phase will include replacing floors, pouring a concrete floor in the basement, replacing fireplace
supports, and bringing electric service to the site.The front two rooms are planned for displays and interpretive
presentations. A small retail outlet for interpretive and historical materials may be located in the original kitchen
area. Rooms upstairs may provide offices and living quarters for seasonal employees or volunteers. All
restoration, including compliance with the American Disabilities Act, would be done in a manner which would
blend in with the historic character of the house.

Layout of Original House
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